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                                                                                                          TEST 6 
 
1- I wish I could type .......... looking .......... the keys. 
 

A) by/after  B) from/for C) for/through                                           
D) without/at E) with/into 
 

2- Bonnie couldn't Identify Shelly .......... the bus station 
because she only knew her .......... her voice. 

 
A) from/with B) around/to C) at/by                                                   
D) In/through E) on/from 
 

3- I put my bag .......... the compartment.......... my head and 
slept for the whole flight. 

 
A) over/by  B) on/around C) at/under                                             
D) along/in  E) into/over 
 

4- Because the doctor had advised her not to go .......... doors, 
she was relying ........... her husband to do the shopping. 

 
A) from/in  B) onto/with C) without/at                                             
D) out of/on E) in/for 
 

5- Our aerobics teacher recommends not eating anything 
........... one hour ............ exercising. 

 
A) since/after B) for/before C) at/towards                                          
D) over/around E) during/with 
 

6- Vincent got up .......... the break of dawn and went.......... a 
ten-mile run. 

 
A) on/to  B) at/for  C) before/in                                             
D) to/out  E) with/for 
 

7- The fanner worked .......... dawn .......... dusk in an attempt to 
get his entire crop harvested before the good weather ended. 

 
A) from/till  B) at/from C) in/between                                          
D) since/by  E) over/below 
 

8- During the power cut, Otis read .......... candlelight, though he 
knew it was had.......... his eyes. 

 
A) in/into  B) about/to C) under/with                                         
D) through/on E) by/for 
 

9- Rodney was completely ............ his daughter's going abroad 
............ her university education. 

 
A) into/in  B) for/on  C) behind/at                                            
D) against/for E) above/about 
 

10- Albert considered maths to be .......... his worst subjects 
.......... school as he barely passed his examinations. 

 
A) out of/with B) in/off  C) among/at                                            
D) over/in  E) inside/for 
 

11- Angela fell .......... love .......... Siegfried while working in 
Argentina. 

 
A) in/with  B) to/for  C) of/on                                                    
D) with/about E) into/by 
 
 
 
 
 

12- The name Aileen comes .......... the Gaelic language and 
is a variation .......... Helen. 

 
A) off/onto  B) by/in  C) from/of                                                 
D) out of/over E) into/for 
 

13- Sappho, the most famous female poet of all time, wrote 
mainly .......... friendship .......... women. 

 
A) on/of  B) to/along C) about/between                                  
D) at/among E) among/for 
 

14- The age .......... a tree can be determined .......... counting 
the rings in its trunk. 

 
A) for/with  B) on/for  C) in/from                                                 
D) about/at  E) of/by 
 

15- They wrote .......... each other .......... her death, but never 
actually met. 

 
A) with/before B) to/until C) in/during                                              
D) for/since  E) at/without 
 

16- The prehistoric skeleton lay buried .......... the ice in 
Antarctica until it was discovered by scientists and 
brought .......... the museum last year. 

 
A) In/from  B) from/towards C) around/along                                    
D) beneath/to E) under/with 
 

17- No one could explain how Amanda's house caught ......... 
fire — it just seemed to burst.......... flames! 

 
A) with/over B) in/out  C) on/into 
D) over/to  E) for/in 
 

18- I used to listen .......... baseball games .......... the radio  
while I was working on my car. 

 
A) to/on  B) for/with C) by/through                                          
D) about/from E) with/in 
 

19- ............ being an astronaut, John Glenn was also elected 
............ the US Senate. 

 
A) After/about B) Besides/to C) Since/for                                            
D) During/onto E) Except/on 
 

20- Not believing that she actually didn't want to marry him, 
he sat .......... the telephone for a week waiting .......... it to 
ring and hoping it would be her. 

 
A) with/to  B) behind/on C) to/about                                            
D) for/upon E) by/for 
 

21- Rupert treated her .......... a queen, but she left him .......... a 
richer man. 

 
A) on/from  B) for/by  C) as/with                                                 
D) with/to  E) like/for 
 

22- He'd always dreamed .......... being a novelist, but ended 
up writing .......... a magazine. 

 
A) by/on  B) to/at  C) like/over                                             
D) of/for  E) about/with 
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23- Pick couldn't keep up .......... the leaders and dropped 
.......... the race. 

 
A) with/out of B) about/over C) to/from                                                  
D) for/behind E) on/Into 
 

24- Mr Peters, the geography teacher, was angry ........... Willy 
and reduced his classs participation grade .......... six. 

 
A) with/to  B) to/by  C) for/out of                                               
D) for/in  E) about/into 

25- .......... several weeks in this immobile state, the butterfly 
breaks .......... its chrysalis, that is the case enclosing it, 
and flies away. 

 
A) Towards/by B) Until/from C) After/out of                                           
D) About/during E) In/for 
 

26- The windows were so filthy that you could neither see 
.......... them nor be watched .......... the other side. 

 
A) over/to  B) about/into C) under/in                                                
D) from/with E) through/from 
 

27- Because of the problem .......... graffiti, those .......... 21 
cannot buy spray paint in New York. 

 
A) on/beyond B) with/under C) for/over                                               
D) by/at  E) over/on 
 

28- Though Serbian .......... birth, no one could distinguish Don 
.......... the other Albanian schoolchildren. 

 
A) at/between B) since/on C) after/about 
D) by/from  E) to/round 
 

29- .......... the balcony of Victor's apartment, one has a 
magnificent view .......... the Gulf of Aqaba. 

 
A) With/on  B) By/to  C) From/of                                                 
D) For/over  E) On/at 
 

30- Born in 1591. Virginia Dare was the first child .......... 
English parents to be born .......... what is now present-day 
America. 

 
A) for/to  B) of/in  C) with/about                                         
D) on/at  E) from/upon 
 

31- A spinning jenny is a machine .......... producing yarn or 
thread .......... cotton, wool, flax and other short fibres. 

 
A) with/to  B) about/with C) like/of                                                    
D) for/from  E) In/into 
 

32- Sateen looks and feels .......... satin, but is made .......... 
cotton. 

 
A) from/to  B) for/by  C) about/for                                               
D) as/over  E) like/from 
 
 
 
 

33- Obviously, he hasn't learnt.......... his mistakes as he still 
plays ......... matches. 

 
A) from/with B} by/about C) to/around 
D) with/for  E) for/near 
 

34- The Incident had been recorded .......... video and was shown 
.......... the jury in order to help them come to a decision. 

 
A) in/at  B) on/to  C) for/about                          
D) at/over  E) as/with 
 

35- The child was running .......... the road when she was run 
.......... by a car. 

 
A) out of/with B) over/towards C) near/from                                          
D) along/on E) across/Into 
 

36- Deer are extremely cautions animals ........... keen senses 
.......... smell and  hearing. 

 
A) for/with  B) about/in C) with/of                                                  
D) of/for  E) towards/to 
 

37- Alex is .......... danger of making himself ill by working 
eighteen hours a day without allowing any time .......... 
relaxation. 

 
A) in/for  B) to/of  C) with/to                                                  
D) for/with  E) from/in 
 

38- Mary doesn't really care .......... nutrition — she's more 
concerned ......... the taste of her food. 

 
A) in/about  B) about/with C) for/from                                                
D) of/towards E) into/of 
 

39- Jerome washed his shirt ......... hand in lukewarm water 
and hung it .......... the line to dry. 

 
A) on/from  B) in/in  C) with/for 
D) by/on  E) for/at   
 

40- Though disgusted .......... the sight of blood. SueEllen 
managed to butcher the calf all .......... herself. 

 
A) over/on  B) with/with C) from/in                                               
D) about/to  E) by/by 
 

41- If I'd known you were coming. I would have put the kettle 
.......... and bought some biscuits .......... us to eat. 

 
A) u p/by  B) over/with C) on/for                                                    
D) under/about E) off/to 
 

42- The readership of The Wall Street Journal is composed 
largely ......... people .......... a lot of money. 

 
A) of/with  B) by/over C) for/from 
D) from/by  E) over/for 
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43- It is hard to achieve accurate market survey results 
because of negligent surveying techniques;  moreover, 
even if the survey is carried ........... properly, 
interviewees often lie in order to give a good impression 
........... themselves. 

 
A) on/for  B) for/in  C) at/with                                                   
D) out/of  E) through/by 
 

44- The President of the International Olympic Committee 
has suspended the six members accused .......... accepting 
bribes .......... the end of the investigation. 

 
A) about/for B) from/at C) with/before 
D) of/until  E) by/from 
 

45- Blackberries grow .......... the world, but commercial 
production is limited .......... the USA. 

 
A) throughout/to B) over/with C) for/along                                                
D) in/over  E) around/on 
 

46- It's perfectly normal in Turkey, of course, but driving ......... 
the right is .......... the law in Cyprus. 

 
A) of/out of  B) along/with C) to/from 
D) through/in E) on/against   
 

47- The driver turned .......... the main road at the Đzmir exit 
and headed ......... the town centre. 

 
A) away/to  B) off/for  C) up/along                                             
D) down/about E) into/from 
 

48- The hijacker shot ......... the policewoman, but luckily, the 
bullet passed .......... her head. 
A) with/under B) to/around C) at/over                                                   
D) In/through E) between/down 
 

49- Karl got tired of living with his parents and went to live 
.......... In a small flat in town. 

 
A) in a hurry B) for the moment C) out of doors                                           
D) out of place E) on his own 
 

50- Carmen studied her lines until she knew them .......... and 
could say them without stopping. 

 
A) to music  B) without delay C) at least                                                   
D) by heart  E) at once 
 

51- This book is so interesting that I can't.......... it....... and, at 
this rate, I will have finished it by the time I go to bed. 

 
A) keep/up  B) put/down C) break/away 
D) pull/out  E) turn/up   
 

52- I'm always exhausted after work and need to .......... and 
rest for a bit before starting dinner. 

 
A) go off  B) lie down C) pack up                                               
D) break into E) put away 

53- When the demand for coal dropped, many mines .......... 
and people lost their jobs. 

 
A) turned down B) went off C) sold out                                                 
D) blew up  E) shut down 
 
 

54- The tickets for the concert will probably .......... very 
quickly, so we had better get to the box office early. 

 
A) get away  B) run into C) sell out 
D) clear up  E) turn off   
 
 

55- We .......... petrol in the middle of nowhere and had to 
walk for miles to find some. 

 
A) went down with  B) looked down on 
C) came across with                  D) ran out of 
E) kept up with 
 
 

56- My neighbours are so noisy at times that it's difficult to 
.......... them. 

 
A) put up with B) look down on 
C) make up for    D) get away from 
E) come up against 
 
 

57- Kelly .......... a famous model, so she is often stared at in 
the street. 

 
A)  tries out  B) puts down C) looks like 
D) bumps into E) breaks into   
 
 

58- Mary has gone to stay with her Aunt on the farm to .......... 
losing her job at the newspaper. 

 
A) pay a compliment  B) take her mind off 
C) take part in                             D) lose track of  
E) allow space for 
 
 

59- The teacher told us to ............ our books and take out a 
pencil fox the exam.  

 
A) put away B) take after C) check in                                                
D) throw away E) look after 
 
 

60- Quite a crowd had gathered to .......... Peter .......... on his 
trip to America as not only his family but also his friends 
from university, the football club and the music school 
were there. 

 
A) see/off  B) turn/up C) take/on                                                 
D) go/out  E) get/away 
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